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All Out for the N30 Strike!
30th November 2011 sees the biggest UK strike 
since 1926, over 3 million are expected to walk 
out in protest at the cuts, raised contributions & 
increasing retirement age to 68, just one attack in 
the government’s unabashed campaign of class 
warfare: ‘austerity measures.’ Austerity means 
hardship - we get hardship, they get foi gras.
As ever, Lincoln’s workers will march across town. 
For all the marching here, we always seem to end 
up at Speakers’ Corner. But today is special: SC has 
a roof. Today we’re in the Drill Hall - even better 
than SC, tucked away from the meddling public.
TUC leaders’ “fight back” rhetoric is publicity-driven symbolism for 
dues-payers. From the onset the union bosses have only attempted 
to reduce the impact of the strikes, because they serve the status 
quo & their interests are to keep their own positions. Set-piece 
actions, 24 hour strikes announced months in advance are predict-
able - the bosses can prepare contingencies, settle accounts & hire 
scabs. Genuine militancy isn’t set-pieces, it means wildcat strike 
action, occupations & blockades.
Class solidarity can encourage workers to take action beyond set-
piece actions that can hit the bosses hard in the pocket and make 
the government unworkable. Solidarity like that shown between stu-
dents, electricians & builders at the November 9th demo is essential. 
For the N30 strike to count for anything, it has to lead to greater resist-
ance efforts. Workers in all sectors must support each other, refusing 
to be divided by petty differences & struggling for the common goal: 
defeating class warfare from above with self-organisation from below.
Solidarity to all strikers & strike supporters on N30!

Student March on City of London , 9th November 2011
The N09 protest march was overwhelmed, penned in on all sides 
& shuffled through a gauntlet of mocking office blocks & TSG riot 
cops.
The amateurish, undisciplined Black Bloc, a far cry from the militant 
& mobile force seen on 26th March spent too much time protecting 
its people from  snatch squad invasions & undercover meatheads to 
engage in meaningful propaganda action.
The cops’ intimidation went on long after the march had dispersed, 
herding a small group down into the tubes & in a circle back to the 
start - a ridiculous pretence of ‘keeping order’ to justify the multiple 
public order powers in place.
The government has no respect for the right to protest & has no 
grounds to deny that the police are a force to suppress dissent. If our 
future isn’t all crushed hopes & dead dreams we must remember 
why we fight in the first place. We haven’t got time to give up & go 
home, our fight goes on - students are attacked by the cuts, tuition 
fees & privatisation, while graduates can expect long-term dole, 
insecure employment & wage-slavery. The Met, as the students 
politely told them, can shove their rubber bullets up their arse.

Lincoln Underground 
Collective: 
The Lucky Devils
LUC is a grassroots activist 
group which works to 
promote anarchist ideas 
& methods in the Lincoln 
area. Since forming in 
April 2011 it has held pub-
lic discussions, supported 
strikes & local protests, 
made several field trips 
& held a successful skill 
share event. Its members 
hold a range of anarchist 
& left-libertarian po-
litical views, opposing 
all coercive authority & 
working without hierar-
chy. The group actively 
seeks to make links with 
movements in other areas 
which share common 
aims: fellow anarchists, 
anti-fascist/racists, radical 
feminists & autonomous 
spaces, among others.
Email: 
LincolnUnderground
Collective@riseup.net
Web: 
LincolnUnderground
Collective.wordpress.com

Why the Lucky Devil 
Newsletter?
LUC (See below) is 
publishing the Lucky 
Devil newsletter for the 
same reason anarchists 
do everything: because 
we think it’s necessary & 
because if we don’t, no 
bugger else will. To our 
knowledge there has 
never been an anarchist 
journal issued in Lincoln, 
but if anyone wants to 
correct us, we’re happy 
to hear it. TLD is out 
because we want to tell 
you what is going on 
from our perspective, 
what we do as [anti-]
political activists & give 
a little insight into what 
anarchy & anarchism 
really mean, without 
the pervading odour of 
corporate bullshit. TLD 
contains reports from 
personal experience, 
commentary on news & 
current affairs, regular 
columns on anarchy-
related subjects & 
notifications of recent or 
upcoming events in the 
anarchist calendar. 
None of TLD’s crew are 
professional journalists & 
we’re not making a bean 
from this. The cover price 
is to recover printing 
costs - should we be 
lucky enough to make 
any more it’ll go in  the 
LincSol Network coffer 
to support  future pro-
worker actions. Happy 
reading Comrades, & see 
you on the streets!
Email: 
TLD-News@riseup.net
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An overturned bus in Glasgow during the 1926 General Strike



Lincoln Solidarity Network: 
Supporting Workers on N30 & Beyond
On June 30th 2011, members of IWW & LUC brought 
food & hot drinks to picket lines around Lincoln. That 
was LUC’s first direct action & it went down very well 
indeed, we made many friends on the picket lines 
that day. This time around, over 20 public sector un-
ions are on strike, which means more pickets, hence 
more food. With this in mind, we’re getting together 
with as many of our mates as possible in the form 
of Lincoln Solidarity Network (LincSol) to make the 
N30 support the best it can be. We hope this show of 
practical solidarity will help to empower the strikers 
to take longer, braver & more militant action, knowing 
they have active support. Practical solidarity is non-
violent direct action - propaganda of the deed in its 
tastiest form.
Whilst LincSol’s purpose is to support the working 
class, there’s no point denying it’s a form of anarchist 
outreach - there is only so much a small activist group 
like LUC can do if it insulates itself from others who 
share its aims, if not the ultimate goals, so we encour-
age non-anarchists to get involved. LincSol is, there-
fore, not an anarchist group per sé, but anarchism has 
an influence, for example the group’s non-hierarchical 
structure & emphasis on autonomy.
Solidarity Networks typically take on other roles, such 
as supporting tenants, benefit claimants & prisoners, 
so after the N30 action the group will discuss where 
best to apply practical solidarity. It’s also exploring 
starting a Food Not Bombs chapter to provide sup-
port to the hungry & desperate: 
See www.foodnotbombs.net for more details.
LincSol needs volunteers, so if you would like to help 
out, please email us at the address below.

Email: LincSolNetwork@Riseup.net
Web: LincSolNetwork.wordpress.com

Anarchy 101: Organising
A regular series highlighting anarchist aims & methods.
It is a common misconception that anarchists reject 
organisation - in fact, organisation is a fundamental 
aspect of anarchism itself.
Anarchists know that for a revolutionary movement to 
act effectively, it must be organised, just as a commu-
nity project or workplace union must be organised - if 
a group isn’t organised, nothing gets done. Anarchists 
oppose top-down structures & bureaucracy. An anar-
chist organisation must acknowledge the views, skills, 
capabilities & needs of all within it, working to share & 
expand the skills, while compensating for the needs. 
Successful organisational structures must allow for 
easy communication and other processes while stop-
ping domination from powerful individuals. 
Anarchists believe that people should take control of their 
own struggles, rather than leaving them in the hands of a 
political party or individual leader. Mass self-organisation 
of revolutionary activity helps the working class to directly 
shape and control its own movement - this is the only way 
for genuine liberation to be achieved.
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& why we Don’t neeD it

Monday 5th deceMber 2011, 7.30pM

the dog & bone, 10 John street, LincoLn

Work (& Why We Don’t Need It)
Work sucks. Physical & nervous exhaustion, 

illness, mind-numbing boredom & the feeling of 
being shafted for someone else’s profit. Work eats 

up our lives & dominates our existence. When 
we’re not travelling to, preparing for or recovering 

from it, we try to forget about it or attempt to 
escape it. It’s a drug, numbing us, clouding our 
minds with the wage packet & the ‘benefits’ of 

consumerism it brings. 
Join us for an open discussion on the 

Anarchist alternative to work in a free society


